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[1] Temporal changes in water content can be directly related to the time-lapse

signals retrieved using magnetic resonance sounding (TL-MRS) and relative gravimetry
(TL-RG). Previous studies suggest that TL-RG measurements can potentially provide
accurate estimates of aquifer characteristics in an aquifer pumping test experiment when
used in a coupled hydrogeophysical inversion approach. However, these studies
considered highly idealized conditions. The aim of this paper is twofold: ﬁrst, we
investigate three major issues which likely limit the practical utility of TL-RG for
pumping test monitoring: partially penetrating pumping wells in anisotropic aquifers,
delayed drainage effects, and typical data errors for TL-RG. Second, we introduce
TL-MRS in a similar coupled hydrogeophysical inversion framework and compare the
performance of TL-MRS and TL-RG for pumping test monitoring. For this purpose we
consider a virtual pumping test, for which we generate synthetic drawdown, TL-MRS
and TL-RG observations, and subsequently determine the aquifer parameters in an
inverse parameter estimation approach. The inclusion of TL-RG and TL-MRS data did
slightly improve parameter estimates for the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity
when considering a fully penetrating well and minimal data error. Using more
conservative TL-RG and TL-MRS data error estimates according our own ﬁeld
experience strongly limited the informative value of the TL-RG data; TL-MRS data was
less affected by this. For a partially penetrating well under anisotropic conditions,
parameter uncertainty could be reduced more effectively compared to a fully penetrating
well. Delayed drainage effects did not limit the ability of the TL-MRS and TL-RG data
to reduce parameter uncertainty signiﬁcantly. The incorporation of representative
measurement error correlation in the TL-RG data did not affect its informative value.
A local sensitivity analysis showed that observations were most sensitive to the pumping
rate and the thickness, speciﬁc yield, and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. The
inclusion of TL-MRS data proved to be more effective to constrain the aquifer
parameters compared with TL-RG. The inclusion of both TL-RG and TL-MRS had
limited added value compared to TL-MRS only. We conclude that this particular
application of coupled hydrogeophysical inversion has limited potential for TL-RG,
while TL-MRS appears to be a more promising method.
Citation: Herckenrath, D., E. Auken, L. Christiansen, A. A. Behroozmand, and P. Bauer-Gottwein (2012), Coupled hydrogeophysical
inversion using time-lapse magnetic resonance sounding and time-lapse gravity data for hydraulic aquifer testing: Will it work in
practice?, Water Resour. Res., 48, W01539, doi:10.1029/2011WR010411.

1.

Introduction

[2] The application of geophysical techniques in combination with hydrologic models has gained much interest in
recent years to map subsurface structures and to estimate
hydrologic properties [Vereecken et al., 2006]. Hinnell
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et al. [2010] and Ferré et al. [2009] discuss the different
types of (hydro)geophysical inversion approaches that are
used. Hinnell et al. [2010] provides an extended list of
references to case study applications using different types
of coupling approaches. For example, geostatistical techniques can be employed to estimate hydrologic properties
using the parameter correlation structure of geophysical
models [Cassiani et al., 1998; Hubbard et al., 1999; Yeh
et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004]. Hyndman and Gorelick
[1996], Chen et al. [2006], and Linde et al. [2006] are
examples of studies were hydrologic parameters are estimated using both hydrologic and geophysical data. In many
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other studies geo-electrical [Kemna et al., 2002; Vanderborght et al., 2005; Cassiani et al., 2006] and electromagnetic data [Binley et al., 2001; Day-Lewis et al., 2003;
Lambot et al., 2004; Looms et al., 2008; Knight, 2001;
Huisman et al., 2003] are used to monitor temporal changes
in water content or solute concentrations.
[3] Hinnell et al. [2010], Ferré et al. [2009], Kowalsky
et al. [2005], Pollock and Cirpka [2010], and Lambot et al.
[2006, 2009] describe a fully coupled hydrogeophysical
inversion approach, in which a hydrological model is part
of the geophysical inversion process and a single objective
function is minimized which comprises both a geophysical
and hydrological component. In other words, both the geophysical and the hydrologic model and their associated
observations are used to constrain one another.
[4] An important hydrologic state variable that can be
estimated using one of the above inversion approaches is
soil water content. As soil water content is difﬁcult to measure, an increasing number of techniques have been suggested to estimate water content and changes in water
storage. The strength of most geophysical methods that
have been proposed, are their noninvasive character and
their ability to provide data with a high-spatial resolution.
Current employed techniques are predominantly geo-electric
methods which estimate the electrical resistivity of the subsurface, e.g., electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), and
methods which estimate the relative electrical permittivity
of the subsurface based on the measured speed of propagated electromagnetic waves, e.g., ground penetrating radar
(GPR). Geo-electric and wave propagation methods, however, do not measure water storage directly, as a petrophysical relationship [Archie, 1942; Topp et al., 1980] is
needed to convert electrical resistivity and relative permittivity to soil water content. Furthermore, GPR can only be
used in high-resistivity sediments.
[5] Recently, magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) and
relative gravimetry (RG) have emerged as promising methods to map hydrogeological properties. RG is a well-established method to characterize geologic structures by
locating paleochannels and the delineation of buried bedrock [Carmichael and Henry, 1977; Zawila et al., 1997].
Time-lapse RG (TL-RG) surveys have been performed to
estimate regional water storage changes and speciﬁc yield
[Montgomery, 1971; Pool and Eychaner, 1995; Jacob et
al., 2009; Pool, 2008], record changes in land-surface elevation [Wessells and Strange, 1985], map properties of
geothermal ﬁelds [Hunt, 1970, 1977], and monitor a natural
gas reservoir [van Gelderen et al., 1999]. Furthermore,
Poeter [1990] proposed gravity surveying during an aquifer
pumping test to map heterogeneities in aquifer properties
around the pumping well.
[6] Magnetic resonance is well-known for its application
in hospitals, where MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) has
been used for imaging and medical diagnosis [Bushong,
2003; Körver et al., 2010]. Furthermore, MRS has been
applied to characterize porosity and ﬂuid properties of oil
wells [Coates et al., 1999; Dunn et al., 2002]. For hydrogeologic characterization purposes, MRS has been applied
to estimate water content, hydraulic conductivity, and
transmissivity [Legchenko et al., 2002; Vouillamoz et al.,
2002; Wyns et al., 2004; Lachassagne et al., 2005], providing information about aquifer boundaries, speciﬁc yield,
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and the pore size characteristics of the subsurface, which
can be used to estimate hydraulic conductivity [Boucher et
al., 2009; Chalikakis et al., 2008; Ezersky et al., 2010;
Guerin et al., 2009]. As suggested by Lubczynski and Roy
[2003], time-lapse MRS (TL-MRS), can be used as a monitoring tool, which has been applied by Descloitres et al.
[2008] to monitor groundwater level ﬂuctuations at the discharge point of a watershed in Southern India. In this paper
we will use TL-MRS by directly inverting the change in
the MRS signal between two soundings at the same location for different times, rather than inverting the collected
MRS data at each separate sounding time.
[7] In contrast to GPR and geo-electrical methods, data
retrieved with TL-MRS and TL-RG can be directly related
to temporal changes in soil water content without the use of
an empirical relationship such as Archie’s law [Archie,
1942] and the Topp equation [Topp et al., 1980]. Both techniques could offer a cost-effective alternative for monitoring wells to augment aquifer pumping tests in unconﬁned
aquifers [Poeter, 1990; Damiata and Lee, 2006]. A major
advantage of using a noninvasive geophysical method
would be the higher ﬂexibility with which water table
drawdown can be measured (indirectly) at various locations
around the pumping well.
[8] Two recent papers [Damiata and Lee, 2006; Blainey et al., 2007] demonstrate with synthetic data sets that
water table drawdown, during aquifer testing with a fully
penetrating well, could possibly be monitored with TLRG measurements. In the work of Damiata and Lee
[2006], the signal-to noise ratios are investigated for such
a virtual aquifer pumping test, given an instrument accuracy of 1 microGal (1 mGal ¼ 1  108 m s2) with
portable gravimeters and 0.01–0.1 mGal for ﬁxed-station
(absolute) gravimeters. In the work of Blainey et al.
[2007], a coupled hydrogeophysical inversion was subsequently performed for the same synthetic example to
complement the drawdown data and obtain better estimates for the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity.
For their synthetic example, a fully penetrating well was
considered and the aquifer was assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic.
[9] In this study, we address three major issues that can
signiﬁcantly limit the practical use of TL-RG data to
improve the determination of aquifer properties during
pumping tests as described by Damiata and Lee [2006] and
Blainey et al. [2007]: partially penetrating pumping wells
in anisotropic aquifers, delayed drainage effects, and data
error on the geophysical data. Moreover, we extend the
coupled inversion approach described by Blainey et al.
[2007] to assess the potential of TL-MRS data in this
framework.
[10] Most pumping tests use a partially penetrating well
in an anisotropic aquifer showing delayed drainage. One
important reason for using only partially penetrating wells
for thick unconﬁned aquifers is the cost of screening their
full thickness is signiﬁcant. A second reason for only screening the bottom few meters of the borehole is to protect the
well from contamination. In many cases, the aquifer consists of sedimentary deposits, which have an anisotropic
hydraulic conductivity tensor [Boulton, 1970] where the
horizontal hydraulic conductivity is much higher compared
to the vertical. When aquifer tests are conducted under the
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conditions of a partially penetrating well in an anisotropic
aquifer (we do not consider horizontal anisotropy [Ferre
and Thomasson, 2010]), measured drawdown of the free
water table can be signiﬁcantly smaller compared with the
drawdown of the piezometric head at the well screen. This
will result in much smaller TL-MRS and TL-RG signals,
and thus likely limit the applicability of both data types to
estimate aquifer properties.
[11] Delayed drainage denotes noninstantaneous release
of water from the unsaturated zone during the pumping
test. Narasimhan and Zhu [1993] showed the importance of
including effects of a time-dependent drainage from the unsaturated zone in models of ﬂow to a well in unconﬁned
aquifers and concluded that the rate at which water is
released from the unsaturated zone has a similar timescale
at which pumping tests are conducted. This process will
result in residual water content above the lowered water table, which inﬂuences the magnitude of the signal changes
measured by TL-RG and TL-MRS.
[12] In the previous studies of Damiata and Lee [2006]
and Blainey et al. [2007], the instrument precisions were
used as the standard errors on synthetic data instead of typical data error levels as seen when measuring real data. In
this study, we use typical data errors associated with TL-RG
and TL-MRS measurements that can be obtained during
ﬁeld surveys with state-of-the-art equipment. In this paper
‘‘measurement error’’ or ‘‘data error’’ refers to the standard
deviation of the errors associated with the hydrogeologic
and the geophysical data. Recently, Christiansen et al.
[2011b] and Jacob et al. [2009] published results of TL-RG
surveys indicating how accurately TL-RG data can be collected. These studies indicate measurement errors in the
order of 2–4 mGal. A survey by Chalikakis et al. [2008]
showed MRS data can be obtained with measurement error
of 10 nV.
[13] To understand whether TL-MRS and TL-RG data
have the potential to estimate aquifer properties during
unconﬁned pumping tests, we start with the reproduction of
the modeling and inversion results shown by Blainey et al.
[2007]. Subsequently, a coupled hydrogeophysical inversion
is performed for 16 realizations of synthetic head, TL-RG,
and TL-MRS data. Then scenarios are analyzed in which
we consider each of the three, previously mentioned practical issues, i.e., partially penetrating well, delayed yield, and
data error. One additional scenario is used to quantify the
combined effect of these limiting factors, while a ﬁnal scenario takes correlated measurement error for TL-RG data
into account. The results are discussed in terms of objective
function plots, parameter cross-correlation, and parameter
uncertainty reduction. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is performed, to identify the impact of the pumping test design
variables (and aquifer properties) on the magnitude of the
geophysical signals.

2.

Methods

2.1. Virtual Pumping Test
[14] Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the pumping test conﬁguration that was used for the analysis and
Table 1 lists the design parameters for the different scenarios investigated in this paper. The scenario ‘‘fully penetrating’’ is the same as the scenario used by Blainey et al. [2007]
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Figure 1. Design of a pumping test (modiﬁed from Dufﬁeld [2002]). Parameters are deﬁned in Table 1.

and Damiata and Lee [2006]. The water table drawdown is
modeled using an analytical expression derived by Moench
[1997], implemented in the well-documented, widely used
software WTAQ [Barlow and Moench, 1999]. Under the
assumption of instantaneous release of water from storage
in the unsaturated zone (instantaneous drainage), this
model is equivalent to the solution by Neuman [1972,
1973].
[15] Delayed drainage effects were modeled with the
approach by Boulton [1970] and Moench [1997]. In this
approach, the decrease in water content in the unsaturated
zone  [] is modeled as an exponential function, using
t [d] as the elapsed time since the time of drainage
td [d]:


½ttd fx;y;zg1
d :
ðx; y; z; t; td Þ ¼ Sy 1  e

(1)

[16] In equation (1), the delay index 1/d [] (listed in
Table 1) speciﬁes the rate of an exponential release of
water from the unsaturated zone above the water table,
with a maximum amount of drainable water content equal
to the speciﬁc yield Sy [].  equals Sy when instantaneous drainage is assumed. Values for 1/d have an approximate range of 0.5–2 d and mainly depend on the aquifer
material [Moench, 1997; Rajesh et al., 2010; Boulton,
1970].
2.2. Time-Lapse Relative Gravity
2.2.1. Modeling Tl-RG Signals Caused by Water
Table Drawdown
[17] During a survey with a relative gravimeter, the vertical component of the gravitational acceleration is measured, which is deﬁned as
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Table 1. Parameter Values and Parameters for the Different Scenarios That Were Used for the Simulations
Scenario

Fully
Penetrating

Property
Thickness of aquifer (D) (m)
Depth to initial water level (hi) (m)
Hydraulic conductivity (Kh) (m s1)
Anisotropy (Kh/Kz)
Speciﬁc yield (Sy)
Radius of borehole (m)
Well type

1

Screen interval, below initial water level (m)
Density of groundwater (kg m3)
Flow rate (Q) (m3 s1)
Duration of pumping (d)
Locations observation wells, meters from pumping well
Locations RG observations, meters from pumping well
Locations MRS observations, meters from pumping well
Measurement error drawdown (cm)
Measurement error TL-RG (mGal)
Measurement error TL-MRS (nV)
Delay index (1/d) [Boulton, 1970] (d)

Fully
penetrating
0–50

2
10
0

High Noise

gðx; yÞ ¼ w G

hZ
f ðx;yÞ

ðx; y; zÞ
1 1 hi ðx;yÞ



(3)

z  zg
3

½ðx  xg Þ2 þ ðy  yg Þ2 þ ðz  zg Þ2 2

Delayed
Yield

Partially Penetrating,
Delayed Yield,
and High Noise

50
25
104
1
10
1
10
0.25
0.1
Fully
Partially
Fully
Partially
penetrating penetrating penetrating
penetrating
0–50
40–50
0–50
40–50
1000
0.06309
7
5, 8.3, 13.9, 23.2, 38.7, 64.6, 107.8, 179.8, 300
5, 8.3, 13.9, 23.2, 38.7, 64.6, 107.8, 179.8, 300
5, 179.8
5
4
2
2
4
20
10
10
20
0
0
2
2

where G ¼ 6.673  1011 m3 kg1 s2 is the universal gravitational constant, r [m] is the distance from the instrument
to the volume element of density  [kg m3], and  is the
angle between the orientation of r and the vertical direction.
In this paper,  changes because of the removal of water
during pumping. If storage effects, because of the compressibility of water and the aquifer matrix are neglected, the
subsurface density will only change between the initial and
the pumped water table. Under these assumptions the
change in gravity signal g [mGal] is given by [Leiri~ao
et al., 2009]
Z1 Z1

Partially
Penetrating

dzdxdy:

[18] This forward model is valid under the assumption of
an unconﬁned aquifer, where the subsurface density change
is equal to the density of water times the change in water
content  of the aquifer [Leiri~ao et al., 2009]. As discussed earlier,  depends on the speciﬁc yield, which has
a typical value between 0.01 and 0.3 for unconﬁned aquifers. hi is the initial water table [m], hf is the ﬁnal water table [m], which is computed with the hydraulic model, and
provides the integration bounds in the vertical direction.
Subscript g denotes the x, y, and z coordinate of the gravity
instrument and w is the density of water [kg m3]. We use
an arbitrary radius of 500 m (based on an instrument footprint analysis) as the horizontal integration boundaries for
equation (3). A numerical integration was performed for
equation (3) using an adaptive recursive Simpson’s rule

Correlated
Noise Gravity

1
Fully
penetrating
0–50

4
—
0

algorithm (function dblquad in MATLAB). The ﬁnal water
table hf is location dependent and is calculated using
WTAQ.
2.2.2. RG Instrument
[19] As a Scintrex CG-5 [Scintrex Limited, 2009] relative gravimeter is commonly used for measuring TL-RG
signals, we use the speciﬁcations of this instrument to generate synthetic test data. The Scintrex CG-5 uses a fused
quartz spring mechanism that reacts to changes in gravitational force. Merlet et al. [2008] documents an instrument
accuracy of 1 mGal for the Scintrex CG-5 relative
gravimeter.
[20] Leiri~ao et al. [2009] characterize the footprint of
the relative gravimeter as a function of the depth to the
target. At the reference station, drawdown should be zero
within the footprint of the instrument. For example, when
the initial water table is at 20 m depth, 90% of the gravity signal comes from a circular area with a radius of
200 m.
[21] Christiansen et al. [2011b] provides a thorough discussion of various important corrections and precautions
that need to be made when doing surveys with a relative
gravimeter. For example, each time a measuring station is
reoccupied, the instrument heights should be the same.
When the height of a gravimeter has changed only a few
millimeters between the station occupations, this will introduce an error which is comparable with the instrument resolution of 1 mGal. Furthermore, corrections have to be
made to account for, e.g., instrument tilt, ocean loading, air
pressure, tidal corrections, and ground movement. However, the magnitude of these processes still affects the accuracy with which the gravity signal is measured, as these
corrections are not perfect.
[22] The measurements of relative gravimeters are also
inﬂuenced by instrument drift, i.e., the zero position of the
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spring does not remain constant with time. Instrument drift
effects are time dependent and are caused by the instrument
properties. Drift effects cannot be identiﬁed separately and
are typically approximated with a linear drift coefﬁcient for
time periods of a few hours. This coefﬁcient has a value on
the order of 20 mGal h1. Contributions to this total drift
can be subdivided into two groups: spring-aging drift and
transport drift, which are discussed more thoroughly by
Christiansen et al. [2011b]. Assuming the drift to be linear
can result in correlated measurement errors induced by
imperfect corrections, for example, ocean loading, as is
depicted in Figure 4 in the work of Christiansen et al.
[2011b].
[23] When measuring temporal changes in gravity signal g, typically a gravity network is repeatedly measured. During such a survey, a reference station is selected
where the change in the gravity signal is assumed to be
unaffected by mass changes induced by the pumping test.
At the reference station the gravity value is usually set to
zero. Gravity differences gobs are recorded with the gravimeter between the different stations of the gravity network. To calculate separate gravity values for each
network station (or gravity observation point) we have to
perform a network adjustment by solving equation (4), in
which gravity signals gest (mGal) are estimated for the different network stations together with a linear instrument
drift coefﬁcient c (mGal h1). This is done by a least-squares
ﬁt of the differences in gravimeter readings gobs (mGal)
between the stations and the use of a design matrix (aij)
associated with the speciﬁc network conﬁguration. The
design matrix includes values of þ1 or 1, 0, or the time
difference (h) between two gravity measurements, where n
indicates the number of gravity differences that are measured and where m marks the number of gravity stations that
are occupied.

0

gobs;1

1

0

a11

B g
C B
B obs;2 C B
B
C B a21
B . C¼B
..
B . C B
@ . A B
@ .
gobs;n
an1

a12
..
.







1
a1m 0 c
.. C
CB gest;1
. CB
CB
B .
.. C
B .
. C
A@ .
anm

1
C
C
C
C þ ":
C
A

(4)
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[24] After this least-squaresadjustment a posteriori measurement error gest (mGal) (referred to as GRAV [mGal]

EðtÞ ¼ 

Z1 Z1 Z1
1 1 1
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throughout the rest of this paper) can be calculated, based
on the residuals " (mGal) and a weight matrix based on
the measurement errors gobs (mGal) associated with the
individual gravimeter readings. To obtain the temporal
change in gravity signal g (equation (3)) at each gravity
observation location, the same network has to be measured
again at a later time in order to determine the change in
gest .
[25] Christiansen et al. [2011b] reported measurement
errors GRAV of 2–3 mGal. Gehman et al. [2009] reported a
measurement error of 4.76 mGal, based on the cumulative
error associated with an instrument precision of 3 mGal and
the error resulting from uncertainties in instrument height
and corrections for surface water and instrument drift.
However, Gehman et al. [2009] did not propagate the a priori errors associated with the gravimeter readings through
the network adjustment procedure. Jacob et al. [2009] used
an approach in which the observed variance in gravimeter
readings per network station were used to calculate the
weight matrix associated with gobs and reported a GRAV
ranging between 1.2–2.4 mGal. Using the same methodology for a 2 yr survey, Jacob et al. [2010] published values
of 2.5–5 mGal.
[26] To account for typical measurement errors in the
analyses, we investigate uncorrelated gravity data with a
measurement error GRAV of 2 mGal and a more conservative estimate of 4 mGal. In addition, we perform an analysis
with correlated measurement errors, in which we include
one of the typical problems associated with the assumption
of a linear instrument drift by adding a diurnal varying drift
component that could not be captured with the linear drift
coefﬁcient [Christiansen et al., 2011b].

2.3. Magnetic Resonance Sounding
2.3.1. Modeling Tl-MRS Signals Caused by Water
Table Drawdown
[27] With magnetic resonance sounding (MRS), the
spins of the hydrogen protons of water molecules in the
subsurface are excited with an external magnetic ﬁeld, and
the signal response resulting from precession of the protons
is measured, after the external magnetic ﬁeld is switched
off. The quantum mechanical phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance can be described by the Bloch equations on
the macroscopic level. The Bloch equations are the basis
for modeling the MRS signal due to the water content distribution in the subsurface [e.g., Legchenko and Valla,
2002]

2

3
!0 M0 ðx  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞbRx
? ðx  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞ
6
7
t
6
7dzdxdy;

 
4
5

1 Tx
 sin
b? fx  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zgq e T2 ðx  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞ
2
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where !0 ¼ B0 , is the angular Larmor frequency of the
Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld B0 [T] at which the external magnetic pulse is applied. q ¼ I   denotes the excitation
pulse length, where I is the current amplitude in the transmitter loop [A] and  [s] is the pulse duration. M0 is the nuclear magnetization for protons in water at thermal
equilibrium [A/m or J/T/m3],  and  are the gyromagnetic
ratio for the protons (0.2675 rad/s/nT) and the free water
content of the subsurface []. Subscript MRS denotes the
x, y, and z coordinate of the MRS instrument, and bTx
? represents the magnetic ﬁeld that would be created by a unit
current in the transmitting antenna. For a coincident circular loop conﬁguration (transmitter and receiver loops
Tx
are
the same) with a radius of a [m], bRx
? ¼ b? ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ðcos ½bz þ sin ½sin ½ br Þ2 þ ðcos ½ br Þ2 , where br and
bz are the radial and vertical components of the magnetic
induction ﬁeld [T/A], respectively. Angles  and represent the inclination and the azimuth angle of the Earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld. In the following, we assume a resistive halfspace. Finite subsurface resistivity can be taken into
account when interpreting MRS data [Legchenko, 2004;
Braun and Yaramanci, 2008]. However, for reasons of
clarity and simplicity, we use the inﬁnite resistivity earth
model. Under this assumption, br and bz can be expressed
in terms of elliptic integrals [Legchenko and Valla, 2002],
using a composite parameter
mða; r; zÞ ¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ar
ða þ rÞ2 þ z2

(6)

;

where r and z are the distance and the depth with respect to
the loop. The radial (br) and vertical components (bz) of the
magnetic induction ﬁeld are:
2

2az

br ða; r; zÞ ¼

Eðm½a; r; zÞ

6 ða  rÞ þ z2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 6
6
4 4az
2
ða þ rÞ2 þ z2
Fðm½a; r; zÞ
ða þ rÞ2 þ z2
2

3
7
7
7;
5
(7)

bz ða; r; zÞ ¼
2
"

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða þ rÞ2 þ z2

a2  r2  z2
ða  rÞ2 þ z2

#

(8)

Eðm½a; r; zÞ þ Lðm½a; r; zÞ

with

LðmÞ ¼

Z =2
0

1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ d ;
1  m2 ðsin ½ Þ

Z =2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  m2 ðsin ½ Þd ;
EðmÞ ¼

(9)

(10)

0

FðmÞ ¼

LðmÞ  EðmÞ
;
m2

(11)
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[28]
is the horizontal angle with respect to the magnetic
north and also calculated based on the Cartesian coordinates.
Equation (5) was modiﬁed to simulate the temporal change
in initial amplitude of the signal (E½t ¼ 0), due to a change
in water content , which depends on the water table drawdown and speciﬁc yield of the aquifer, resulting in

EðqÞ ¼ 

Z1 Z1

hZ
f ðx;yÞ

½Kðq; x  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞ

1 1 hi ðx;yÞ

 ðx; y; zÞdzdxdy
(12)

with the integration kernel:
Kðq; x  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞ
¼ !0 M0 bRx
? ðx  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zÞ

(13)

1
½x  xMRS ; y  yMRS ; zMRS  zqÞ:
 sin ð bTx
2 ?

[29] In this paper, we consider initial amplitude data E(t
¼ 0) only. An alternative approach is to invert for the relaxation constant T2 , which can be correlated with the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer [e.g., Mueller-Petke and
Yaramanci, 2010]. To calculate the TL-MRS response
based on equation (12), we use the same numerical integration method as was applied for the TL-RG forward model.
During this numerical integral calculation, equation (12) is
evaluated for different combinations of x, y, and z coordinates. When these coordinates are transformed to cylindrical coordinates, K can still be solved for in terms of elliptic
integrals. The integration bounds for z are location dependent (x,y), as in our application, the integration bounds for
the depth are equal to the initial groundwater level (hi)
and the water table during pumping (hf), which is calculated by the pumping test modeling software WTAQ. As
we use temporal changes in MRS signal, equation (12) is
applied to account for the differences in the MRS signal
that are measured before and after pumping. We assume
the change in the TL-MRS signal is only caused by the
amount of drained water that was stored between the initial
and the pumped water table.
[30] The MRS code was benchmarked against the analytical solutions presented by Legchenko and Valla [2002] for
inﬁnitely thin sheets of water with an inﬁnite lateral extent
at different depths. Figure 2 shows the values calculated
with our numerical model together with the analytical solutions by Legchenko and Valla [2002], which are in good
agreement. Major factors inﬂuencing the speed of our forward code were the integration bounds, the accuracy of the
numerical integral evaluation, and the depth at which the
sheet of water is positioned. Legchenko and Schushakov
[1998] provide the deﬁnition of proper integration bounds
for the MRS forward model.
2.3.2. MRS Instrument
[31] For generating the TL-MRS observations we consider
the properties of a NUMISplus system. The NUMISplus device
consists of an oscillating current generator, a receiver, a
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Figure 2. Validation numerical MRS code (squares) against inﬁnite sheet solution (smooth lines) presented in the work of Legchenko and Valla [2002] for an inﬁnite sheet of water at 1, 5, and 10 m beneath
the MRS instrument for a circular loop (a ¼ 50 m) over an inﬁnitely resistive half-space at a 90 magnetic inclination (B0 ¼ 60,000 nT).
MRS signal detector, a transmitter/receiver loop, and a
microprocessor. The transmitter generates the reference frequency equal to the Larmor frequency. The signal is
recorded by the receiver at a frequency of 10–20 kHz and
from its envelope the parameters initial amplitude E(t ¼ 0)
and relaxation time are estimated [IRIS Instruments, 2010].
The measured signals are affected by environmental noise
sources caused by external electromagnetic interference such
as electrical discharges in the atmosphere, magnetic storms,
etc. Interference may also be due to the ambient noise produced by power lines and electric fences. Furthermore, the
electrical resistivity of the subsurface induces attenuation of
the signal as it also affects the calculation of the integration
kernel (K) of equation (12) [Legchenko and Valla, 2002;
IRIS Instruments, 2010]. Note that this effect is not taken
into account in our implementation as it is small for moderate and high resistivities of the ground (>100 Ohm/m).
Measurements are often performed in the range of 0–4 s. For
a sequence of pulse lengths (q), the noise, initial amplitude,
and relaxation time are measured. The pulse lengths are often
spaced densely for smaller values of q due to the high-spatial
variation of the kernel function in the shallow parts. The parameters of the currently available NUMISplus system and
other surface MRS equipments do not permit measurements
of very short signals (earlier times than 20 ms) corresponding to ‘‘bounded’’ water in the subsurface [IRIS Instruments,
2010]. As with RG, expected signal-to-noise ratios for MRS
in a pumping test experiment are relatively small (compared
to drawdown data). For MRS data, errors were estimated
from measurements in Denmark with a NUMISplus system
presented by Chalikakis et al. [2008]. These results indicate
that measurement errors of 10 nV can be achieved. However,
in our ﬁeld campaigns, we have experienced measurement
errors of 20 nV in good noise conditions. Figure 3 shows
an example plot of a noise measurement during an MRS
sounding in Denmark in terms of the mean amplitude of the
MRS signal. Note that the plot constitutes a single noise measurement (prestacked) and the two peaks represent the energizing pulses that are used to conduct the MRS measurements.
The prestacked standard deviation of the noise is 27 Nv,
which is a perfect condition for a MRS survey. When the

measurements are repeated a number of times (stacked), a
poststacked measurement error of 20 nV can be obtained.

3.

Coupled Hydrogeophysical Inversion

[32] A coupled hydrogeophysical inversion was carried
out to estimate the speciﬁc yield Sy [] and the hydraulic
conductivity Kh [m s1] based on drawdown data, TL-RG,
and TL-MRS data. This was done in order to evaluate the
value of TL-RG and TL-MRS data for six different pumping test scenarios: a fully penetrating well with low-noise
geophysical data, a fully penetrating well with high-noise
geophysical data, a partially penetrating well in an anisotropic aquifer, a fully penetrating well in an aquifer showing delayed drainage effects, a real-world scenario of a
partially penetrating well in an anisotropic aquifer showing
delayed yield in combination with high-noise geophysical
data, and TL-RG data with correlated measurement errors.
Table 1 summarizes the properties for the six pumping tests
scenarios that were investigated. For each of these scenarios, we generated 16 different realizations of synthetic

Figure 3. Noise measurements during an MRS sounding
in Skive, Denmark. The prestacked standard deviation of
the noise is 27 nV, indicated by the mean amplitude of
the retrieved MRS signal. Two peaks of 40-ms width represent the energizing pulses injected into the loop by the
instrument (double-pulse measurement).
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drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS measurements for subsequent parameter estimation.
3.1. Parameterization and Optimization Algorithm
[33] The applied coupled hydrogeophysical inversion
approach proceeds as follows: ﬁrst, water table drawdown
is simulated with a pumping test model, with Kh and Sy as
the input parameters. The simulated drawdown and Sy are
then used to determine, respectively, the integration bounds
and the change in water content  to calculate the change
in the geophysical signals with the TL-MRS and TL-RG
forward models.
[34] The synthetic observations are subsequently perturbed with random data error, according to the expected
measurement errors for each observation type. The gradient-search algorithm PEST [Doherty, 2010] was used to
iteratively update speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity
until the optimal ﬁt between the synthetic observations and
simulated data is achieved. Parameter starting values were
varied between 0.1 and 0.4 for Sy, and 3.75 and 4.25 for
the log10 Kh (in m s1).
3.2. Observations and Measurement Error
[35] To be consistent with Blainey et al. [2007], we consider nine observation points for drawdown and gravity
measurements at 5.0, 8.3, 13.9, 23.2, 38.7, 64.6, 107.8,

W01539

179.8, and 300 m distance from the extraction well. Only
two observation locations for the MRS instrument are used,
situated at 5 and 179 m from the pumping well. MRS data
comprises initial amplitude data measured at 8 pulse
lengths between 0.5–4.0 A/s, covering a similar range as
measured by Chalikakis et al. [2008] and example data in
the NUMISplus manual [IRIS Instruments, 2010].
3.2.1. Simulated Drawdown, Tl-RG, and Tl-MRS
Signals for a Pumping Test
[36] Figure 4a shows the water table drawdown at the
nine observation points obtained after 7 d of pumping given
Kh ¼ 104m s1 and Sy ¼ 0.25 for a fully penetrating well.
Figure 4b visualizes the corresponding TL-RG response for
all measurement points (the same as piezometers). Figures
4c and 4d show the TL-MRS signal obtained at 5.0 and
179.8 m, respectively, from the pumping well. In the ﬁgures the standard deviation of the added measurement
errors are also plotted (noise level), which were used for
the generation of the synthetic observations.
[37] The plots for the partially penetrating well in Figure
4 show a signiﬁcantly smaller decrease in the TL-MRS and
TL-RG signals. The TL-RG signals are reduced by more
than a factor of two for measurements close to the pumping
well. Near the pumping well gravity changes are on the
order of 10 mGal. The range of the received TL-MRS

Figure 4. Water table (a) drawdown and (b) simulated TL-RG data after 7 d of pumping for a fully
and partially penetrating well and the inclusion of delayed yield. Figures 7c and 7d show the TL-MRS
signal at 5.0 and 179.8 m, respectively, from the extraction well. Note this ﬁgure shows the synthetic
data without the added measurement errors. The dashed lines indicate the standard deviations of the measurement errors (noise level) that were used to generate the synthetic TL-RG and TL-MRS observations.
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signal at 5 m from the pumping well is reduced from 50–
150 nV to a range of 30–60 nV.
3.2.2. Generation of Synthetic Observations
[38] To estimate Sy and Kh we generated 16 synthetic observation sets, including drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS
data, to which random/uncorrelated measurement error was
added. Table 1 lists the standard deviation of the applied
data errors for the different observation types which were
used per scenario. We assumed a measurement error of
5 cm for the drawdown data [Blainey et al., 2007], 2–4 mGal
for the TL-RG measurements, and 10–20 nV for the TLMRS measurements.
[39] In the scenario ‘‘correlated noise gravity’’ we added
correlated measurement error to the TL-RG data. For this
purpose, we generated a set of gravimeter readings (grel)
with a measurement error of 4 mGal to which we added a
linear drift of 20 mGal/h and a sinusoidal drift component
with a period of 1 d and an amplitude of 5 mGal. The sinusoidal drift is assumed to represent errors in the various corrections applied to the TL-RG data and is unknown for any
speciﬁc ﬁeld application. RG measurements in a ‘‘star’’-network are assumed [Christiansen et al., 2011b], where ﬁrst a
reference station ‘‘REF’’ is measured (not impacted by the
pumping test), after which each of the nine gravity observation locations Gi are occupied. The reference station is reoccupied after each station occupation (sequence REF-G1REF-G2-. . .-G9-REF). Between every occupation we assume
a time interval of 10 min, i.e., a total measurement period of
190 min. For each of these network stations we estimate an
individual gravity signal by solving equation (4) (network
adjustment), assuming a linear instrument drift. The
unknown sinusoidal drift component results in correlated
data errors. This procedure is executed for a time period
before the pumping test starts and after 7 d of pumping. For
the measurements after 7 d of pumping, we assume the sinusoidal drift component to have a 12-h phase shift compared
to the prepumping survey. This numerical experiment results
in one set of TL-RG observations with correlated errors.
Note that error correlation in the TL-RG surveys depends on
the network conﬁguration, the magnitude of the unknown
drift components, and the duration of the survey and will
thus be different for every ﬁeld experiment.
3.3. Objective Function and Parameter Uncertainty
[40] For both TL-RG and the TL-MRS we calculate the
ﬁt between the simulated and ‘‘observed’’ water table drawdown and geophysical data with the following objective
function:
"
total

¼ ð1  wGRAV  wMRS Þ 
"

þ wGRAV 
"
þ wMRS 

1
NGRAV

1
NMRS

NX
GRAV
i¼1

N
MRS
X
i¼1

1

NX
HEADS

NHEADS

i¼1

#1
ðhmeas;i  hsim;i Þ2 2
2hmeas ;i

#1
ðGRAVmeas;i  GRAVsim;i Þ 2
2GRAVmeas ;i
2

#1
ðMRSmeas;i  MRSsim;i Þ 2
;
2MRSmeas ;i
2

(14)
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where NHEADS indicates the number of head data (nine in
our case) and NGRAV and NMRS indicate the number of the
different geophysical observations (nine for the TL-RG, 16
for the TL-MRS). h, GRAV, and MRS indicate the simulated and observed head, TL-RG, and TL-MRS signals. h ,
GRAV ; and MRS represent the standard deviation of the
measurement error associated with the different observations. wGRAV and wMRS are subjective weights deﬁning the
trade-off between the geophysical and hydrological observation misﬁt, where wHEADS ¼ 1  wGRAV  wMRS .
[41] Determination of the optimal value for wGRAV and
wMRS in reducing parameter uncertainty was not pursued in
this research. In order to perform such a weight analysis, a
Pareto method can be employed as described by Christiansen et al. [2011a] and Moore et al. [2010]. Blainey et al.
[2007], using a similar model setup, report that parameter
uncertainty is not very sensitive to different nonzero values
of wGRAV . However, they did observe a trend where larger
values for wGRAV result in more accurate speciﬁc yield estimates and less accurate hydraulic conductivity estimates.
For this paper, we choose to use the same values for these
subjective weights in order to respect their relative signalto-noise ratios. For example, when TL-RG, TL-MRS, and
drawdown data are used, wGRAV and wMRS are assigned a
value of 1/3. For more complex hydrological models, the
impact of wGRAV can be of greater signiﬁcance. Still, the
added measurement errors could incorporate some degree
of structural error, since the number of synthetically generated observations was small. This effect is reduced by performing the coupled hydrogeophysical inversion for 16
different observation realizations. Parameter uncertainty
and parameter cross-correlations are subsequently estimated based on the posteriori covariance matrix for the
calibrated parameter sets [Doherty, 2010].
[42] Figure 5 shows 15 objective function plots pertaining to three different situations when no measurement
errors are added to the synthetically generated measurements. The ﬁrst column of plots in Figure 5 shows the individual objective function components associated with the
drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS data and the combined
objective function for a fully penetrating well when assuming unrealistically low data errors for the TL-RG and TLMRS data (0.4 mGal and 2 nV, respectively) to illustrate
how drawdown and geophysical data constrain one another.
The plot associated with the drawdown component indicates that the hydraulic conductivity is well determined in
contrast to the speciﬁc yield. Plots for the TL-RG and TLMRS component show a nearly similar shape, illustrating
that hydraulic conductivity and speciﬁc yield cannot be
determined with MRS and RG data only. The combined
objective function shows a clear improvement in the objective function surface highlighting a clear global minimum
in comparison with the more stretched surfaces for the individual data types. The second column of plots in Figure 5
pertains to a fully penetrating well where we assume a measurement error of 5 cm for drawdown data and 2 mGal and
10 nV, respectively, for the gravity and MRS observations.
The combined objective function surfaces do not vary signiﬁcantly from the one associated with the drawdown
objective function component as the signal-to-noise ratio
for the geophysical data is much lower compared to the
drawdown data. The third column of plots in Figure 5
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Figure 5. Objective function surfaces for the drawdown, gravity, and MRS objective component together with the combined objective function surfaces for a fully and partially penetrating well with a Sy
¼ 0.25 and Kh ¼ 104 m s1. Weights for each data type that contribute to the objective function are
plotted underneath. The ﬁrst column of plots pertains to TL-MRS and TL-RG data with unrealistically
small measurement errors (0.4 mGal, 2 nV). The second column represents a fully penetrating well in
combination with typical signal-to-noise ratios (0.05 m, 2 mGal, 10 nV) for the different data types. The
third column represents a partially penetrating well in combination with typical signal-to-noise ratios for
the different data types, clearly showing a different orientation of the objective function surface pertaining to the drawdown and the geophysical data.
applies to a partially penetrating well in anisotropic conditions. The plots for the TL-RG and TL-MRS data show a
similar pattern compared with the fully penetrating well.
The drawdown objective function plot shows that the hydraulic conductivity cannot be resolved as well as for the
fully penetrating well. Combining the drawdown and geophysical data in this situation could potentially be very
powerful, as the objective function valleys associated with
the geophysical data have a different orientation compared
with the drawdown component, allowing for a well-deﬁned
global minimum. However, the information contained in
the geophysical data is reduced, due to much smaller
signal-to-noise ratios. This causes the combined objective
functions in Figure 5 (column 3, rows 4 and 5) to have a
nearly similar shape as the drawdown objective function.

4.

Inversion Results

4.1. Fully Penetrating Well
[43] To assess to what extent the addition of the TLMRS and TL-RG observations improve the estimation of
the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity, cross-correlation values between the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity and their uncertainty are listed in Table 2 for each
of the scenarios discussed in this paper. Note that the

values listed in Table 2 are average values pertaining to the
inversion results of 16 different observation realizations
that were used to calculate each scenario listed in Table 1.
For a fully penetrating well, parameter cross-correlation
indicates that both parameters can be identiﬁed separately,
since its value is signiﬁcantly smaller than 1.00. However,
because of the low sensitivity of the speciﬁc yield with
respect to the drawdown measurements [Blainey et al.,
2007], the uncertainty range for this parameter is rather
large. When introducing TL-MRS or TL-RG measurements
in the inverse process, which are more sensitive to the speciﬁc yield of the aquifer, parameter cross-correlation drops
from 0.86 to 0.80 and 0.82, respectively. This also
results in a decrease of the uncertainty ranges for the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic conductivity with 30%; average
parameter estimates do not change signiﬁcantly for the different calibration data sets. Parameter uncertainty bounds,
calculated based on the posteriori covariance matrix, show
the ‘‘true’’ aquifer properties were captured within two
standard deviations of the estimated parameter values.
[44] Table 2 shows that the uncertainty range associated
with the speciﬁc yield drops from 0.022 to 0.016 when TLRG observations are incorporated. Blainey et al. [2007]
reported values of 0.020 and 0.012, respectively, with and
without the use of TL-RG measurements. Parameter
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–

0.82
0.77
0.86
0.86
0.92
0.92
0.82
0.93
0.95
0.92
0.83
0.86
0.93
0.92
0.76
0.83
0.90
0.83
0.77
0.92
0.92
0.96
0.84

Truth

Heads
Gravity
MRS
Heads and gravity
Heads and MRS
Heads and gravity and MRS
Heads
Heads and gravity
Heads and MRS
Heads and gravity and MRS
Heads
Heads and gravity
Heads and MRS
Heads and gravity and MRS
Heads
Heads and gravity
Heads and MRS
Heads and gravity and MRS
Heads
Heads and gravity
Heads and MRS
Heads and gravity and MRS
Heads and gravity

0.86
1.00
0.99
0.80
0.82
0.77
0.86
0.84
0.85
0.84
0.87
0.83
0.83
0.79
0.97
0.96
0.93
0.92
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.84

–

Cr-Corrb Sy-Kh

6

9.99  10 6 2.35  10
1.07  104 6 2.60  102
1.07  104 6 1.96  104
1.00  104 6 1.79  106
9.98  105 6 1.58  106
1.00  104 6 1.45  106
9.99  105 6 2.35  106
9.99  105 6 2.08  106
1.00  104 6 1.73  106
1.00  104 6 1.74  106
9.99  105 6 2.43  106
1.00  104 6 1.89  106
9.98  105 6 1.60  106
1.00  104 6 1.49  106
1.01  104 6 5.91  105
1.04  104 6 4.97  105
9.74  105 6 3.02  105
9.94  105 6 2.91  105
1.02  104 6 4.46  105
1.00  104 6 3.61 105
1.00  104 6 2.81  105
1.00  104 6 2.76  105
1.00  104 6 1.97  106

5

110-4

Khc (m s1)

2%
100%
100%
2%
2%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
58%
33%
31%
29%
44%
36%
27%
27%
2%

–

Parameter
Uncertainty (%)d

–
–
–
24%
33%
38%
–
11%
26%
26%
–
22%
34%
39%
–
42%
49%
51%
–
19%
37%
38%
16%

–

Uncertainty
Reduction (%)e
0.25

Syc ()

0.251 6 0.022
0.259 6 2.248
0.278 6 0.339
0.250 6 0.016
0.252 6 0.014
0.251 6 0.013
0.251 6 0.022
0.252 6 0.019
0.250 6 0.016
0.251 6 0.016
0.251 6 0.023
0.250 6 0.018
0.252 6 0.015
0.251 6 0.014
0.250 6 0.057
0.247 6 0.036
0.254 6 0.033
0.251 6 0.032
0.250 6 0.061
0.250 6 0.052
0.249 6 0.041
0.251 6 0.040
0.250 6 0.018

Results show data misﬁt, parameter cross-correlation, estimated values, uncertainty ranges, and uncertainty reduction percentages.
a
Root-mean-square error.
b
Cross-correlation.
c
Mean 62 standard deviations.
d
Relative to the estimated parameter value.
e
Percentual decrease of parameter uncertainty.

RMSEa

Calibration Data Set

9%
100%
100%
6%
6%
5%
9%
8%
6%
6%
9%
7%
6%
5%
23%
14%
13%
13%
25%
21%
16%
16%
7%

–

Parameter
Uncertainty (%)d

–
–
–
27%
34%
42%
–
12%
28%
27%
–
24%
35%
41%
–
38%
43%
44%
–
15%
34%
34%
17%

–

Uncertainty
Reduction [%]

Table 2. Inversion Results for the Hydraulic Conductivity and Speciﬁc Yield for Different Observation Data Sets and Each Scenario Described in Table 1

Correlated noise gravity

Partiallypenetrating, high
noise, delayed yield

Partially penetrating

Delayed yield

High noise

Fully penetrating

Truth

Scenario
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uncertainties listed in Table 2 are slightly higher due to the
larger amount of measurement errors added to the drawdown (0.05 m instead of 0.045 m) and TL-RG observations
(2 mGal instead of 1 mGal). Table 2 shows the same potential, if not more, for the inclusion of TL-MRS observations
in reducing parameter uncertainty for this setup of aquifer
testing. Parameter uncertainty for the speciﬁc yield dropped
to 0.014. Therefore, a last inversion exercise was conducted
in which drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS observations
were included. This yielded an accuracy of 0.013 in determining the value for the speciﬁc yield, which is a reduction
of 50% of the original uncertainty range (when only head
data composes the calibration data set). Similar values
apply for the estimation of the hydraulic conductivity. As
Table 2 shows, improvements are small relative to the estimated parameter values.
4.2. Partially Penetrating Well in an Anisotropic
Aquifer, Measurement Error, and Delayed Yield
[45] Based on our experience, 2 mGal and 10 nV are
very optimistic estimates for the data errors encountered
during ﬁeld surveys with MRS and RG. For this purpose,
we investigate the effect of measurement errors of 4 mGal
and 20 nV, respectively, on the parameter estimation results
in scenario ‘‘high noise.’’ Table 2 shows a smaller decrease
in parameter correlation and parameter uncertainty reduction, especially for the TL-RG observations. Only a 12%
improvement can be made in terms of parameter uncertainty reduction, which is small assuming the highly idealized conditions associated with this synthetic study. The
MRS data suffers less from the increased data errors and
results in an 30% uncertainty reduction.
[46] When a partially penetrating well is considered
under anisotropic aquifer conditions, water table drawdown
and geophysical signals are considerably smaller (Figure 4).
When compared to the previous pumping scenario, the
cross-correlation between the speciﬁc yield and hydraulic
conductivity changes from 0.86 to 0.97 if aquifer properties are estimated with water table drawdown data only.
When TL-RG and TL-MRS measurements are introduced,
with a measurement error of 2 mGal and 10 nV, respectively, speciﬁc yield uncertainty ranges are reduced with
40% being more effective compared to a fully penetrating
well. This can be explained by the lower information content of the drawdown data. Average parameter estimates for
Sy and Kh deviate more from the true values when including
the geophysical data, although the ‘‘true’’ aquifer properties
are captured within two standard deviations of the estimated
parameter values.
[47] The inclusion of delayed yield does not have a large
inﬂuence on the inversion results, considering the fact we
use a rather large time delay index 1/d of 2 d. This can be
explained by the fact that we use drawdown, TL-MRS, and
TL-RG data obtained after 7 d of pumping; this indicates
the soil above the water table had enough time to release
the drainable water. Inversion results are roughly the same
compared to the fully penetrating well assuming instantaneous drainage.
[48] In scenario 5, we see an improvement in parameter
estimates of 15% for the TL-RG data. For the TL-MRS
observations, this value was 30%. However, parameter
cross-correlation only decreased slightly for the inclusion
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of drawdown, TL-MRS, and TLRG data for seven different pumping test conﬁgurations,
where in each conﬁguration one of the original pumping
test designs and conﬁguration variables are changed. The
original parameter values are those pertaining to the partially penetrating well and are listed in Table 1.
of both data types. Including both TL-RG and TL-MRS
data yielded similar results compared with the inclusion of
TL-MRS and drawdown data only.
[49] In the ﬁnal scenario ‘‘correlated noise gravity,’’ we
analyze the impact of correlated measurement errors for
TL-RG. Comparison with the scenario ‘‘high noise,’’ shows
there is no signiﬁcant difference in the results. Parameter
estimates are perfect and uncertainty ranges are comparable. While we could ﬁt the data with a root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of 0.93 in the high noise scenario, this value
is now 0.84. In addition, the gravity component of the
objective function remains unchanged. This could be
explained by the smaller standard deviation of the added
data error (for generating the correlated noise we assumed
4 mGal for the measurement error on the gravimeter readings, after which we performed the network adjustment).
Obviously, the correlated component of the TL-RG measurement error has no signiﬁcant impact, as its component
could be captured assuming a linear drift in the timeframe
in which we assume the TL-RG data to be collected.
4.3. Sensitivity Analysis for Pumping Test Design and
Aquifer Properties
[50] Section 4.2 showed that the effectiveness in reducing
parameter uncertainty by including TL-MRS and/or TL-RG
data strongly depends on the pumping test design and conﬁguration. To explore the additional value of TL-MRS and
TL-RG data for aquifer testing in a more general way, we
conducted a local sensitivity analysis for parameters governing the pumping test design and aquifer properties with
respect to the observed water table drawdown and geophysical signal changes. This sensitivity analysis was performed
for the drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS observations with
respect to the seven different pumping test design and conﬁguration variables that were used in the scenario ‘‘partially
penetrating’’ (Q, Kh, hi, Kh/Kz, Ds, D, Sy, which are deﬁned
in Table 1 except for Ds which represents the depth to the
top of the well screen with respect to the initial water table).
These sensitivities are calculated using [Hill, 1998]
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ssGRAV ¼

GRAV=GRAV
;
p=p

(16)

MRS=MRS
;
p=p

(17)

ssMRS ¼

where ssh , ssGRAV , and ssMRS are the scaled sensitivities for
the individual drawdown, TL-RG, and TL-MRS observations. p is the parameter value for the reference run (partially penetrating well, Table 1) and p the parameter
change. h, GRAV; and MRS represent the simulated drawdown, TL-RG and TL-MRS signals for the reference run,
and h, GRAV; and MRS symbolize their change
compared to the reference run. As the sign of the sensitivities for each data type was constant with respect to the different pumping test design parameters, we then calculate
the sum of these scaled sensitivities (Sj ) for each separate
observation group according to
Sj ¼

Nj
X

ssj

with

j ¼ HEADS; GRAV; MRS;

(18)

i¼1

where Nj represents the number of observations associated
with every observation group (drawdown, TL-RG, and TLMRS).
[51] Figure 6 shows the calculated sensitivities for the
seven pumping test conﬁguration parameters with respect
to the total sum of water table drawdown observations
(HEADS) and the geophysical signal changes (TL-RG, TLMRS). Larger values for the hydraulic conductivity, anisotropy, aquifer depth, and depth to the pumping well screen
will cause a smaller drawdown, which results in smaller
TL-RG and TL-MRS signals. When the pumping rate is
increased, more water mass is withdrawn resulting in larger
drawdown and larger TL-RG and TL-MRS signals. Water
table drawdown does not depend on the initial water table.
However, both geophysical methods are sensitive to this
characteristic, as stronger signal changes are observed,
when mass and water content changes occur closer to the
instrument. The TL-RG signal is shown to be more sensitive to the initial water table in comparison with the TLMRS signal. Figure 6 shows an opposite sensitivity for the
speciﬁc yield with respect to water table drawdown and the
observed geophysical signal changes. Obviously, the higher
water content that is released per volume of the subsurface
outweighs the smaller drawdown that occurs. This opposite
sign of the sensitivity causes the decrease in cross-correlation during the previously executed calibration exercises.
According to Figure 6, the most dominant or sensitive
pumping test variables are the extraction rate, anisotropy,
hydraulic conductivity, and the speciﬁc yield.

5.

Discussion and Conclusions

[52] For a pumping test, we have evaluated the inclusion
of TL-RG and TL-MRS data to improve parameter estimates during unconﬁned aquifer testing using a coupled
hydrogeophysical inversion approach. This was done by
generating synthetic observations of drawdown, TL-RG,
and TL-MRS data, to be used for parameter estimation. In
response to the optimistic conclusions and intentions by
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Blainey et al. [2007] and Damiata and Lee [2006], we ﬁrst
investigated the impact of three issues that will reduce the
signal-to-noise ratio for TL-RG and TL-MRS measurements that could limit their additional value in the inversion process. These are a partially penetrating well in an
anisotropic aquifer, typical data errors for TL-RG, and
delayed yield. Furthermore, we applied the same coupled
hydrogeophysical inversion framework for data acquired
with TL-MRS, which was subjected to the same analysis
used for TL-RG.
[53] Simulated forward responses and objective function
plots showed small signal-to-noise ratios for both TL-RG
and TL-MRS data for different pumping test conﬁgurations. For a fully penetrating well, considering instantaneous drainage and minimum geophysical data errors,
parameter uncertainty could be reduced successfully with
the incorporation of TL-RG and TL-MRS measurements,
although these reductions are small relative to the parameter estimates. Incorporation of more conservative data error
estimates for the TL-MRS and TL-RG observations, 20 nV
and 4 mGal, respectively, resulted in a signiﬁcant decrease
of the additional value of TL-RG data. When analyzing a
partially penetrating well, parameter uncertainty could be
reduced more effectively with the inclusion of TL-MRS
and TL-RG data when compared to a fully penetrating
well. Inclusion of delayed yield did not inﬂuence the parameter estimation results signiﬁcantly; however, this is
also an effect of the speciﬁc setup of the synthetic study as
we used measurements at a time interval where delayed
yield effects are small. A scenario including a combination
of the three signal-to-noise ratio reducing issues showed
only a marginal improvement in parameter estimates for
TL-RG. The informative value of the TL-MRS data was
less affected by these. Finally, we show that typical correlated measurement errors associated with TL-RG data are
not likely to inﬂuence its potential to improve the estimation of aquifer parameters. In contrast to TL-RG, we have
not conducted simulations for TL-MRS data with correlated measurement errors. A local sensitivity analysis indicated that the hydraulic conductivity, thickness, and
speciﬁc yield of the aquifer are the most sensitive factors,
together with the extraction rate.
[54] The ﬁndings of this study suggest a limited applicability of a coupled hydrogeophysical inversion with TLRG data for practical pumping tests, but inversion results
proved to be more optimistic than we expected beforehand,
especially for the partially penetrating well. The inclusion
of TL-MRS data appears more promising compared to the
TL-RG data, as parameter uncertainty could be reduced by
30% for most of the investigated scenarios in this work.
Because of inconsistencies with Blainey et al. [2007] and
Damiata and Lee [2006], we did not account for one major
characteristic of practical pumping tests in our simulations,
which is the fact that drawdown data often comprises a few
time series rather than several drawdown measurements in
space. Other important issues that were not included in this
study are structural model errors, for example, due to: a
heterogeneous aquifer, a slightly variable pumping rate,
and the estimation of other aquifer parameters that are
unknown (e.g., delay index, anisotropy, aquifer thickness).
[55] As the TL-RG and TL-MRS signals observed during
a pumping test will be small in terms of signal-to-noise
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ratio, a model study as presented in this paper is a necessity
to assess the potential for additional TL-MRS and TL-RG
observations to improve the estimates of aquifer parameters
for a real-world pumping test using the coupled inversion
procedure described here. This should be combined with
accurate noise measurements for both techniques at the
location were the pumping test is conducted. When these
tests indicate whether acceptable sensitivities can be
obtained for the geophysical data with respect to the aquifer
parameters that are estimated, this could yield a great beneﬁt as TL-RG and TL-MRS surveys are often much cheaper
to conduct compared with the installation of a monitoring
well, and no drilling is involved with these types of measurements. Another advantage of including the geophysical
data, in addition to the existing drawdown observation
locations, would be the reduction of the required accuracy
of the drawdown measurements, which allows for a greater
ﬂexibility of picking the monitoring well locations and the
use of monitoring wells that already exist at the site. As the
geophysical data can yield a high-spatial resolution data
set, this information would not only be suited to constrain
the parameter estimation process, but can also provide
much more information about the shape of the water table
depression around the pumping well due to the spatial variability of the aquifer properties.
[56] Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the Danish
Agency for Science Technology and Innovation funded project RiskPoint—assessing the risks posed by point source contamination to groundwater and surface water resources under grant 09-063216.
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